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OCCUPIED: How a Republican Cabal and a Compromised Church Has 

Stalemated Montana! (Update1) 

 Republican Party 

 

To the Highest Bidder 

A Clarion call to demand Integrity from Leadership! 

(As your watching the Republican Pep Railey in Milwaukee, read this and think 

about what We the People have lost – i.e. see page 5!) 

Dick Pence – Coordinator, Big Sky Worldview Forum  

My Premise:   

I am finishing this shortly after the sobering attempted assassination of Donald J. 

Trump. Sometimes, at moments like these, people realize “the time for 

amusement is on hold.”  In Montana (and beyond) we have come under the 

Political Occupations of a cabal – a small elitist group that controls much of our 

political voice. Have we lost all virtue? Several of these men claim to be Christians, 

but their activities are devious and dishonest. It’s time that “we the people” STOP 

our pragmatism, act on principle and confront them. It’s time we call this the sin 

that it is! 

 At the same time, the voice of TRUTH (John 18:37) has been SILENTCED by an 

elitist class of spiritual leaders that OCCUPY us spiritually.  Together, these 

seemingly strange bed fellows have SILENCED the voices of the people. Actions 

beneficial to we the people in both governmental and spiritual issues is in a chess-

like Check-Mate.  However, and importantly, we the people are even more to 

blame.  WE have cowardicely and safely maintained SILENCE and allowed this to 

happen. WE continue to VOTE for compromised politicians.  WE continue to 

SUPPORT churches that, I will argue, are worse than the same-sex affirming 
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churches!  Will WE continue to be OCCUPIED by these two groups of integrity-less 

leaders? OR will we form new organizations and relationships? Will pragmatism 

continue to rule over principle?  The future of our State (and America) is in our 

hands – nobody else is going to reverse this.  

Part 1 - The Vulnerability of a Vision-less Electorate: 

Proverbs 29:17 is a thought-provoking. “Where there is no vision (direction or 

revelation), the people perish or cast-off restraint.”  The picture is that of a river 

or stream with no banks to direct it. This Proverb begs the question… “are we a 

people of vision, do ‘we the people’ know where we are going? Apathy and 

ignorance are a threat to our future. What will we do, how will we respond?  

Not so with the Elitist group – they know exactly where they are leading us and 

they have no interest in what the people think. NONE!  Their arrogance is 

stunning. Any vision but their own is irrelevant if not destructive to their cause. 

Let’s take a look at this group and their actions. 

The Elitists in Montana: 

The last two Republican Primaries are screaming at we the people to stand up and 

say NO MORE, NEVER AGAIN!  In 2022, this group boldly took down Dr. Albert 

Olszewski as he ran against now congressman Ryan Zinke.  In 2024, this same 

group took down Congressman Matt Rosendale. Now they are promoting a man 

for Senate with no governing experience, confident that he will march in lock-step 

with them.  And after that, what’s next? Because of our SILENCE, they will do it 

again! And who is this elitist cabal? Senator Steve Daines, Governor Greg 

Gianforte, Ryan Zinke, some in the Media (all Republicans) – trusting that they can 

mentor Tim Sheehy into their fold.  

Now, we are being asked to support Tim Sheehy over Jon Tester. The question I 

will ask WE the people is this. At what cost – what will be the price – what must 

we compromise?  Will we continue to succumb to the pragmatism over principle 

offering - again? And, equally as important, how has this been orchestrated and 

who are the players?  Because… this will only embolden them to “do it again.”  

Brad Johnson, a former Secretary of State and former chair of the Public Service 

Commission also ran in the Senate primary. The state GOP, this Cabal, and 

Republican Central Committees in Gallatin and Yellowstone shut him out. Get your 
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head out of the bucket Montana – the point is NOT how good or bad Johnson is.  

The point is are we going to have Primaries where we the people hear the 

candidates and make a decision? Or – are they going to be selected for us ahead 

of time by the likes of Mitch McConnell, Kevin McCarthy, Steve Daines, Greg 

Gianforte and Ryan Zinke, Central Committees and the Montana GOP?  That is the 

bottom line! 

When Elitists Chose for Us: 

Dr. Albert Olszewski vs. Ryan Zinke: 

When Ryan Zinke ran for Congress in 2022, he had so much baggage (p.3-4 – all 

documentable) that a sixteen-wheeler couldn’t carry it all.  His voting record in the 

Montana legislature was not conservative. The Democrats gave Ryan and award 

for voting with them more than ANY other Republican.  He voted AGAINST 

protecting unborn human life, the personhood amendment, clarifying that 

abortion was not in the MT constitution. He was friendly towards amnesty, against 

Voter ID – and the list went on. He was not a Montana resident – his residence 

was a resident of Santa Barbara, California, but he was lured back to Montana to 

run for congress again.  He had been shamed out of the Trump cabinet for 

dishonest dealings while he was a Navy Seal, even the Seal groups distanced 

themselves from him.  But for the Elitist Four Horsemen of the Montana 

Republican Party, he was their perfect choice.  He would conform, he was not a 

principled person, and he had the right vintage, after-all, he was a Navy Seal.  The 

powerful influence of Senator Steve Daines, Governor Greg Gianforte, and certain 

media forces (on state-wide radio) denied, denied, and denied any of the truth 

about his situation. They also quietly encouraged other candidates to enter the 

primary.  One of those got over 9,000 votes – Zinke beat Olszewski by about 2,000 

votes.  When it appeared Olszewski might win – he was up by 3 points in the poles 

- Kevin McCarthy’s group made a visit to the Flathead to visit with Olszewski – see 

if he was conformable and transactional – i.e. you do this for us, we will support 

you.  But Albert said no thank you! So, they told him to get out of the race and 

began to campaign against him. During the last 8 days, Daines’s PAC (More Jobs, 

Less Government) and friends spent $800K, doing last minute calls, calling him a 

liar – and get this – saying he had exaggerated his military experience. He spent 13 

years as an Air Force Flight surgeon.  That’s rich considering that Sheehy and 

https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/2022_Update_9_Voters_Guide_-_Congressionsl_Supremet_CT_County_MT_Legislature_Marijuana.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/The_Four_Horsemen_of_the_Montana_Republican_Party.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/The_Four_Horsemen_of_the_Montana_Republican_Party.pdf
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Zinke’s sole campaign pitch was/is that they are Navy Seals. In the end, the 

messaging from these powerful elitists was successful in targeting Olszewski and 

helping Zinke win by the narrowest of margins. But we the people let them get 

away with it so they DID IT AGAIN!  

Congressman Matt Rosendale vs. the Elitists, the Establishment, and the 

Montana GOP:  

So, like all nefarious factions, when they got away with it - when we the people 

did not say enough to stop them - they just did it again in 2024.  But this time, 

they expanded their reach. First, they had to somehow convince Ryan Zinke not to 

run for Senate against Tester – what they offered is an interesting question yet to 

be discovered. Meanwhile Senator Daines began working with Mitch McConnell 

(who he is also ambitious to replace when the time comes) with his National 

Senatorial Committee and Kevin McCarthy to tell Montana who their senate 

candidate would be.  

Stop for a minute and think about that – they clearly told us who THEY would 

allow us to vote for the United States Senate seat in Montana. How?  As we will 

see, by eliminating the competition.  I have elaborated that here and others have 

also in The Return of the Party Boss, How Montana’s Daines took Charge of GOP 

primaries. If that does not bother you, I am speechless! 

“To hell with primaries, we know what we want” was the obvious battle cry of 

these Establishment Elitists.  Let me be very clear, this was orchestrated by 

Senator Steve Daines, this is about Daines much more than Sheehy but Entitled-

Tim went along with it. They had to have another purist-elitist and they found 

him. Earlier, Daines had said “We need millionaires to run for Senate that can 

finance their own campaigns.”  Tim Sheehy was the perfect entitled, elitist, 

narcissist that was from the right heritage and fit their group perfectly. Daines 

reassured Montanans - telling us that Tim Sheehy was a rising star in the 

Republican party (p2)– a complete lie, Tim had done nothing. But he fit the mold 

so this group – proceeding with Democrat-like-tactics, set out to crown Tim king 

and Senate candidate. 

A Call to Montanans to Live Not by Lies: 

https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/Daines_and_McConnell_Recruit_for_NRCC.png
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/The_Four_Horsemen_of_the_Montana_Republican_Party.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/Return_of_the_party_boss_Daines.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/Return_of_the_party_boss_Daines.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/Politico_Natoin_Republlican_Part_is_Looking_for_RIch.png
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/UPDATE_2_Tim_Sheehy_Principled_Conservative_of_Establisment_Darling.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/The_Montana_Delegation_to_D.C._-_Who_Will_Desdie.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/The_Montana_Delegation_to_D.C._-_Who_Will_Desdie.pdf
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Looking closer at Step Two:  But they had huge problem, how to get rid of the 

very popular Congressman Matt Rosedale? Oh, I know, Joe-Six Pack Republican 

bought the Establishment lie that Rosendale was too extreme. Legislature friends 

of mine said he was too harsh for them. The truth is that he was one of the few 

that said – NO, STOP the spending, the buck stops with congress.  And, I don’t care 

how many times Fox News has Kevin McCarthy back on now, he is a scoundrel and 

we needed to get rid of him.  Rosendale and about seven others Congressmen 

paid a dear price to get rid of him, but that’s what STATESMEN do! And the MEDIA 

and this CABAL howled like wounded wolves about it. Matt was clearly, the only 

D.C. representative that came close to being principled and conservative.  Unlike 

the rest of the Montana delegation to D.C., Rosendale was serious about stopping 

the spending and opposing the Establishment in D.C.  So, in vintage-Democrat-

dirtball-style, they took him out! 

Daines threatened that he would spend $20M (at 30 min.)  to defeat Matt if he 

ran for Senate. Five rumors were invented (most traceable back to Helena) to 

destroy Rosendale.  Then they threatened Matt - then his family -finally his 

grandkids. Take your head out of the bucket Montana, they dumped Rosendale 

and it was stealthily-orchestrated.  Think that was the Democrats that started the 

rumors?  Can’t prove it but I don’t think so.  Then, it was not a huge hurdle to get 

Donald Trump to endorse Tim Sheehy.  Keep in mind that Daines is very close to 

Trump.  Bottom line, what they did to Olszewski and Rosendale will become “the 

new standard” because WE THE PEOPLE… said NOTHING!   

Allow me to digress for a moment.  You have just seen (07/12/24) that Trump and 

company are also about power – in Daines-Ish style.  To hell with “you the people”, 

we will tell you how it is going to be.  In the Washington Stand article, Picking up 

The Pieces After Lifeless Platform, we see the Trump campaign orchestrating the 

national Republican Platform without any input or vote from the delegates.  Their 

agenda? To water-down the 40-year-old Pro-Life position of the Republican Party.  

And trust me, same-sex marriage and the favor for the LGBTQ+ crowd will follow - 

as Kelly Ann Conway crowed on Fox News.  Our prayer should be that the effect of 

the assassination attempt on Trump will cause him to be humbler, more 

principled, and investigate for HIMSELF, before trusting his surrogates to indorse 

candidates and policies.  Case in point, did you see how Trump was disappointed 

the Governor Doug Burgum of North Dakota signed a “near-total abortion ban 

https://www.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1939011713168885&id=100082799291038&mibextid=w8EBqM&rdid=mIElCY58SxtCE94K
https://washingtonstand.com/commentary/picking-up-the-pieces-after-a-demoralizing-platform-retreat-the-battle-is-not-done?
https://washingtonstand.com/commentary/picking-up-the-pieces-after-a-demoralizing-platform-retreat-the-battle-is-not-done?
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-says-vp-shortlist-doug-burgums-signing-of-near-total-abortion-ban-is-an-issue/ar-BB1pNRGC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-says-vp-shortlist-doug-burgums-signing-of-near-total-abortion-ban-is-an-issue/ar-BB1pNRGC
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Pro-Life bill into law in ND?” If trump would do his own thinking – he would realize 

that Burgum was taking a STATE in their desired direction. As Burgum said on 

national television, the North Dakota bill is a state’s issue.  

An angry Republican mob got on the Trump Train and here we are, so excited that 

he has a single-point edge over a demonically controlled buffoon. We need to 

town-down the rhetoric and pray that Trump will become a better leader and wins 

this election.  

Returning to my theme of Live Not by Lies, the Elitists had found their man and 

their companion Don K (Kaltschmidt) the Chair of the GOP was willing to go along 

with this plot.  Tim had done nothing in the party, was an unknown, and had held 

no office. Tim has not disappointed, even telling me that he owed me no 

explanations for his former endorsement of Climate Change, DEI, and ESG. 

Repeatedly calling me a liar in an email. While at the Republican convention in 

Billings, a board member of the Republican Party approached him and ask if they 

could talk.  Sheehy told the man “He was the most arrogant, condescending man 

he knew” turned and walked away. Tim’s ego doesn’t belong on a school board, 

much less in the U.S. Senate.   

Several Republican Central Committees jumped on board to seal the deal.  In 

Yellowstone and Gallatin, the committees denied Sheehy’s primary opponent Brad 

Johnson ANY time at their Lincoln-Reagan dinners and gladly gave a good chunk of 

time to Tim.  

Meanwhile, we heard of Republican door-walkers distributing literature for 

Sheehy before the primary.  The larger State Republican party board had not 

endorsed anyone.  How could Republican resources be used to favor one 

candidate?  Ah, but the small group at the top of the state committee found a 

loop-hole.  Under Rule 11, as I understand it, they could singularly decide to 

“support the PRESUMPTIVE NOMINEE” without the larger committee’s approval. 

And, with the support of Danielle Bradley, the Executive Director of the Montana 

GOP (and former Steve Daines employee) they proceeded messaging that this was 

“normal procedure” and continued to pass out literature at the doors for Sheehy.  

It is informative to consider Tim Sheehy’s positions and who he is comfortable 

with supporting him.  Think about who has come to support his campaign:   

https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/My_Conversation_With_Montana_Senate_Candidate_Tim_Sheehy.pdf
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/My_Conversation_With_Montana_Senate_Candidate_Tim_Sheehy.pdf
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• Donald Trump Jr. came to Montana to stump for Tim. Don Jr. is an arrogant 

man who left his family to live with Kimberly Guilfoyle. Don Jr. and Kimberly 

have been living in sin for nearly a half decade – they are not married.  This 

low-life has the respect of nobody except Fox News and the Montana Cabal 

who love to hunt with him. How did this PAGAN get to be the one at the 

GOP convention to announce Florida’s votes for President Trump? 

• Kimberly Guilfoyle is an attorney from San Francisco, the former sexy little 

wife of Gavin Newsom.  She was on Fox News until her affair with Don Jr. 

began. After splitting that family, she worked for the Trump campaign. The 

best description of these two is TRASHY.  But to the Montana CABEL, ethics 

means nothing  

• Tulsi Gabbard, was knee deep in radical LEFTIST politics a short time ago, I 

have not heard a PUBLIC renouncement of this ideology.  She is a Hindu, a 

Democrat Congresswomen for eight years from Hawaii. She was Vice Chair 

of the Democratic National Committee, but stepped down to support 

Burnie Sanders for President in 2016. She ran for President in 2020 and 

then endorsed Joe Biden.  In 2017, she introduced the Off Fossil Fuels Act 

which sought to justify transitioning away from fossil fuels. She left the 

Democratic Party to become an Independent. She is in the National Guard 

and is a Hawk, probably the reason Zinke, Sheehy, and Flint love her. I 

don’t care how many times she is on Fox News, she has work to do to be 

considered a conservative or a Republican in my book.   

With this help and the endorsement of the Establishment in Montana – Daines, 

Gianforte, Zinke, the Media, and others – and the apathetic ignorance of the 

Montana voters, Tim coasted to victory in the Primary. Helped along I will add by 

huge chunks of money from More Jobs, Less Government, Steven Daines’ political 

PAC.   

While Sheehy’s television spots brag of how he gave millions to the Bozeman 

hospital, he stops short of calling himself Pro-Life in the ads.  One needs to also 

ask how much of those millions were used on “Gender Affirming Care” which the 

Bozeman medical group is also involved in.  My point in the above comments is 

that – like Trump – this 38-year-old new-comer pays no attention to those doing 

his bidding. But, no surprise, neither do his mentors. WINNING is what matters, 

not integrity! 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/entertainment/news/5-signs-kimberly-guilfoyle-donald-trump-jrs-relationship-is-on-the-rocks/ar-BB1puv6A
https://www.msn.com/en-us/entertainment/news/5-signs-kimberly-guilfoyle-donald-trump-jrs-relationship-is-on-the-rocks/ar-BB1puv6A
https://duckduckgo.com/?hps=1&q=what+does+hinduism+say+about+homosexuality&atb=v364-1&ia=web
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Oh, did your Representative mention to you that in his talk at the Republican 

Convention in Billings, he causally took the Lord’s name in vain and did not 

correct himself?   

Live Not by Lies – are we the people pragmatists or a principled? 

If you want a picture well developed, listen to An Engineered Takedown of the 

Montana Republican Party, Dr. Albert Olszewski to The Patriot Roundtable May 5th 

in Miles City and listen from 28 minutes for about ten minutes. Bottom line, he 

talked about the two engineers in the Republican Party – Gianforte and Daines 

and they are not bashful.  

This is a much-needed challenge to Montana Republicans.  Are we willing to live 

by principle or are we going to continue to cave to pragmatism? In this Senate 

race, we are being told, we just gotta get rid of Jon Tester. But again, I ask, at 

what cost? “I will not vote for a Democrat, but there are going to be several 

blank boxes on my ballot because I refuse to sell my soul for this Cabel again.”  

Recently, Marco Rubio and Ted Cruze have come out in support of Sheehy who, 

like Trump, they have hardly even met.  At the GOP convention in Billings, Senator 

John Kennedy from Louisiana - who I actually admire most of the time - spoke 

endorsingly of Tim Sheehy as “my friend Tim.” At what D.C. party did they meet 

for 5 minutes?  Do you see Daines’s fingerprints, again? The national pressure is, 

“if Montana doesn’t elect a republican, the Dems will hold the Senate.”  

My argument is that this is not about Sheehy, it’s about stopping the 

Establishment’s OCCUPATION of Montana.  The establishment are masters at 

getting us to THINK short instead of long-term strategic.  

Recently, Nancy and I watched a documentary on the Third Reich.  When people 

conform, when they stop thinking, when they give way to this kind of leadership – 

really bad history gets written.  

Meanwhile, our honest, honorable Governor Greg was up to his own mischief – 

arguably with the help of the Republican Solutions Caucus. Ignoring any past 

precedence, Greg boldly endorsed over 50 legislators – in a primary. It was an odd 

mixture of some solid conservatives. You can read about the MONEY the 

Conservative4mt (there is nothing conservative about them) spent on getting 

moderate Republicans elected. Interestingly, illuminating both of Austin Knudson’s 

https://www.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1939011713168885&id=100082799291038&mibextid=w8EBqM&rdid=mIElCY58SxtCE94K
https://www.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1939011713168885&id=100082799291038&mibextid=w8EBqM&rdid=mIElCY58SxtCE94K
https://www.bigskyworldview.org/content/docs/Library/Committee_puts_240_behind_Moderate_Rep_in_Leg._Primaries.pdf
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parents. This is a mixture of out-of-state money and power, the Solutions Caucus, 

and Greg Gianforte – ever the CEO never the Servant.   

You should be asking yourself – it’s not too early – who will these Elitists put up 

for governor, for Senate, etc. Possible candidates that I know are aware that 

running against Steve Daines would be fruitless. Because they will Do it again!  

Part 2 – The Vulnerability of a Vision-less Church - The Loss of the Christian 

Voice: 

This is not comfortable for us because – speaking generally – we have put our 

Christian leaders up on a pedestal of our own making. Now, they rule from that 

pedestal – unfortunately – answerable to nobody! They know where they are 

going and nobody is going to tell them what to do.  Think I am wrong? Try 

confronting your pastor about – just one issue – why he REFUSES to teach on 

abortion?  Listen to his response and watch the dance! Listen to the excuses – but 

MOST important – listen to see if he is treating you as an equal that puts his pants 

on one leg at a time! If he does, he is a rare exception – follow him. 

There is a defining principle that you hear often – if your tuned in at all – from I 

Chronicles 12:32. Speaking of the tribe of Issachar it says “the men of Issachar 

understood the times they were living in and knew what to do.” If you attend an 

evangelical church the odds are 99 to one that this is a defining problem. The 

Leadership and the people have no clue of the signs of the times and worse, they 

could care less. We waddle in and hear the Filling Station sermon (Think Ted-Talk 

– designed to get us through the week) and we waddle out. The music is no longer 

designed to lead us into worship, it is very entertaining though. But after lunch, 

we can’t remember anything that was said but we did feel better.  

Recently, I accidently – and perhaps providentially – stumbled onto a TV channel 

that was hosting a Pride event and discussion. How I wish I could find that LINK.  

These key homosexual leaders were discussing the amazing progress they have 

made in the last decade or two. Homosexuality was embraced much more readily, 

same-sex marriage had been completely flipped – their list of achievements went 

on, just like they told us they would do in 1987 in their Manifesto The Overhauling 

of Straight Americ – a Blueprint of Transforming the Social Values.  They went on 

for about ten minutes calmly and matter-of-factly outlining the huge progress the 

homosexual and far LEFT had made.  They were not boasting; they were just 

Part%201%20-%20The%20Vulnerability%20of%20a%20Vision-less%20Electorate
Part%201%20-%20The%20Vulnerability%20of%20a%20Vision-less%20Electorate
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telling it like it is. Clearly, even before 1987, they had a VISION and they 

understood the times and knew exactly what the Homosexuals should do. 

So, tell me, do the Christians of Montana understand these times and know what 

to do?  Do they even care? Are they defending and standing for truth? 

We could ask the questions about homosexuality, same-sex marriage, abortion, 

religious liberty, cohabitation and twenty other similar cultural issues. Your church 

is in the 1% minority if these subjects are ever taught on from the pulpit on 

Sunday morning - that place of godly anointing and authority is SILENT.  

As we consider the direction of what we call the church, the group most of us go 

to on Sunday – is it standing for truth with a capital T?  Where the LGBTQ+ type 

issues or others mentioned are concerned, it easy to assume that if your church 

has not become “affirming” that is supportive of same-sex marriage etc., that 

they are doing well.  

WRONG! WHY? When we look at churches like Andy Stanleys in Atlanta that has 

clearly become “affirming” and pronounce our church safe, there is a larger 

consideration.  If one evangelical church supports same-sex marriage openly and 

another opposes it silently what’s the difference?  The outcome to Joe-sixpack 

Christian is about the same. I maintain that the institutions that theologically or 

philosophically oppose these cultural issues, but are SILENT on them – they are 

even more guilty.  They would argue that teaching on these things interferes with 

the preaching of the GOSPEL. Truth is, these churches are hiding behind the 

gospel as an excuse for their SILENCE.  

They have – in reality of fact – become affirming. But they are worse because 

their leadership fails to understand what Jesus said in Johns 18:17 “for this reason 

I was born and for this reason I came into the world – to testify to the truth.”  

People say that God’s plan A is the church and He has no plan B. Agreed! But we 

have to be honest about what the church is and don’t give me that old line, well 

its actually we the people. Reality is that what we are talking about is a group, and 

institution of sorts.  Scripture talks about how “the Gates of Hell shall not stand 

against His church (Math   16:18).” Problem is, this church is attacking Hell. The 

ones we go to are Fortresses, sanctuaries for safety not Forces attacking evil.  So, 
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now, in reality we are talking about a very small Remnant that is that church that 

shall stand against the gates of hell.  

Most of the leadership in these so-called churches are not shepherds they are 

Hirelings – “he who is NOT the shepherd (John 10:12-13) will leave the sheep when 

the wolf comes.” The term "hireling" is used in both the Old and New Testaments 

to describe individuals who are motivated by self-interest rather than by a sense 

of duty or loyalty. 

BUT, and it is time for the BUT! But the ones writing the checks and a supporting 

these false shepherds are even more guilty. Just like with the political issues they 

know better, but are unwilling to pay the price to say NO, count me out!  They are 

enablers.  

CI-128, the ballot initiative to put all forms of abortion into the Montana 

constitution is a perfect, but pathetic example.  We had to argue and convince the 

leadership of these so-called churches to warn the people and take a few minutes.  

Excellent opportunity to teach on abortion – from the pulpit – on Sunday 

morning. But no and if you can find a LINK from your church where your 

leadership taught for 30 to 40 minutes on the one subject of abortion, I would be 

so encouraged if you would send me a LINK to that teaching.  

I have friends in the church that actually think that same-sex marriage is a 

POLITCAL ISSUE. The TRUTH is that most of the so-called cultural issues are 

theological issues that are being lied about – in SILENCE – in YOUR Church. They 

have come into the political arena because of the SILENCE of the church.  


